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Abstract
We argue that the Large Energy Effective Theory (LEET), originally pro-
posed by Dugan and Grinstein, is applicable to exclusive semileptonic, radiative
and rare heavy-to-light transitions in the region where the energy release E is
large compared to the strong interaction scale and to the mass of the final
hadron, i.e. for q2 not close to the zero-recoil point. We derive the Effective
Lagrangian from the QCD one, and show that in the limit of heavy mass M
for the initial hadron and large energy E for the final one, the heavy and light
quark fields behave as two-component spinors. Neglecting QCD short-distance
corrections, this implies that there are only three form factors describing all
the pseudoscalar to pseudoscalar or vector weak current matrix elements. We
argue that the dependence of these form factors with respect to M and E
should be factorizable, the M -dependence (
√
M) being derived from the usual
heavy quark expansion while the E-dependence is controlled by the behaviour
of the light-cone distribution amplitude near the end-point u ∼ 1. The usual
expectation of the ∼ (1 − u) behaviour leads to a 1/E2 scaling law, that is a
dipole form in q2. We also show explicitly that in the appropriate limit, the
Light-Cone Sum Rule method satisfies our general relations as well as the scal-
ing laws in M and E of the form factors, and obtain very compact and simple
expressions for the latter. Finally we note that this formalism gives theoretical
support to the quark model-inspired methods existing in the literature.
1Laboratoire associe´ au Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique - URA D00063
E-mail: Jerome.Charles@th.u-psud.fr
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, |Vcb| is the third most accurately measured Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix element, and is quoted by the Review of Particle Physics [1] with less
than 5% relative uncertainty. The Isgur-Wise symmetry [2], and the Heavy Quark
Effective Theory (HQET) description of heavy-to-heavy semileptonic decays, have
permitted such a great success in heavy quark physics. Unfortunately, the HQET
constraints on heavy-to-light decays are quite weak in their original form, and still
do not allow a clean extraction of |Vub| from the present and future experimental
data. The latter CKM coupling has currently a relative uncertainty of order 25%,
depending on which model is used to evaluate the hadronic matrix elements [1]. It is
thus very important to make theoretical progress in this field.
The peculiar feature of exclusive heavy-to-light transitions, the prototype of which
is B → πℓνℓ, is the large energy E given to the daughter by the parent hadron, in
almost the whole physical phase space except the vicinity of the zero-recoil point:
E =
mB
2
[
1− q
2
m2B
+
m2π
m2B
]
(1)
As we shall see, one may assume that such transitions are dominated by soft gluon
exchange, i.e. the Feynman mechanism, which is not power suppressed with respect
to the hard contribution 2, and does not suffer the αs suppression characteristic of
the latter [3, 4]; this has to be contrasted to the case of the pion electromagnetic
form factor at very large Q2 = −q2. Then in the heavy-to-light case, the final
active quark should carry most of the momentum of the light hadron, and the fast
degrees of freedom become essentially classical. The Large Energy Effective Theory
(LEET), originally introduced by Dugan and Grinstein [5], should be the correct tool
to study such transitions: it could provide an Operator Product Expansion the small
parameter of which is 1/E. As for the initial heavy quark, the assumption of the
soft contribution dominance leads to an expansion in powers of the inverse heavy
mass M , based on HQET. Our first result is that to leading order in 1/M , 1/E and
neglecting short-distance QCD corrections, all the weak current P → P (V ) matrix
elements can be expressed in terms of only three universal form factors. This implies
relations between the usual semileptonic and penguin form factors which resemble
somehow to the well-known Isgur-Wise relations in heavy-to-heavy transitions.
Then an interesting question is the dependence of these form factors with respect
to the large massM and the large energy E. From the usual heavy mass expansion of
the initial hadron state, we obtain a factorization formula ∼ √M z(E). The asymp-
totic expansion of z(E) is controlled by the behaviour of the light-cone distribution
amplitude of the final hadron near the end-point u ∼ 1. The usual assumption
of the ∼ (1 − u) behaviour leads to a z(E) ∼ 1/E2 scaling law, which implies a
2We neglect in the whole paper Sudakov effects, which are expected not to induce a large sup-
pression at the physical mB scale.
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∼ M−3/2/(1− q2/M2)2 dipole form for the three universal form factors 3.
A strong support in favour of the HQET/LEET formalism for heavy-to-light form
factors is given by the Light-Cone Sum Rules: indeed using the work of several
groups [3] [6]-[14] we show explicitly that the latter method automatically satisfies
the above relations and scaling laws. In addition we show in another paper [15] that
the quark models based on the Bakamjian-Thomas formalism, which were shown to
be covariant and to fulfill the Isgur-Wise relations in the heavy-to-heavy case [16],
become also covariant in the M → ∞ and E → ∞ limit. In agreement with our
general results, these models do predict that there are only three independent form
factors in heavy-to-light transitions, and that they scale like
√
M z(E).
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we argue on the validity of LEET
for the description of the Feynman mechanism and derive the correct form of the
Lagrangian, as there is a subtlety concerning Dirac matrices which was missed in the
literature. In Section 3 we show that the use of the HQET and LEET effective quark
fields leads to express all the heavy-to-light ground state form factors in terms of only
three universal functions. The asymptotic M- and E-dependence of these functions
are discussed, and a ∼ √M/E2 form is shown to be the most plausible. Then in
Section 4 we derive explicitly the M → ∞ and E → ∞ limit of the Light-Cone
Sum Rule formulæ for the weak current matrix elements and give the universal form
factors in terms of
√
M/E2 times integrals depending on the light-cone distribution
amplitudes and the sum rule parameters, in a very simple and compact way. Finally
in Section 5 we discuss the relation between the matrix elements parametrized in the
standard way and the HQET/LEET universal form factors, and compare our results
with previous approaches that were based on the constituent quark model.
2 The LEET Effective Theory
LEET was introduced by Dugan and Grinstein [5] to study factorization of non-
leptonic matrix elements in decays like B → D(∗)π, D(∗)ρ..., where the light meson
is emitted by the W -boson. In this case, both quarks constituting the light energetic
meson are fast. However, Aglietti et al. [17] have recently argued that such a situ-
ation could not be described by LEET, as the relative transverse momentum of the
fast quarks may be hard. They proposed to use instead the LEET effective theory, a
variant of LEET which takes into account hard transverse degrees of freedom. This
seems to be similar to the description of the heavy quark systems: HQET is the ap-
propriate theory for the heavy-light hadrons, while NRQCD (Non-Relativistic QCD)
should be used for the quarkonia. Conversely, Aglietti et al. found that LEET could
be used in semi-inclusive non-leptonic decays such as B → DXu, where factorization
should hold at the leading order [17].
Note also that the quark propagator in the LEET limit has gained further interest
with the proposal of the Rome group [18] to use it to extract from the lattice the shape
3The q2-dependence of the form factors in the standard parametrization is discussed in Section 5.
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function for semileptonic inclusive B-decays, the structure functions in deep inelastic
scattering and the light-cone distribution amplitudes for exclusive hard processes.
However, no effort seems to have been devoted up to now to investigating how
LEET could be used in processes where only one quark is fast and the other par-
tons are soft 4, similarly to the HQET description of heavy-to-heavy transitions. In
this work, we will study amplitudes where an energetic hadron is connected to the
decaying heavy hadron by a current operator, i.e. exclusive semileptonic, radiative
and rare heavy-to-light decays, such as B → πℓνℓ, B → K∗γ and B → Kℓ+ℓ−. In
the large recoiling region, i.e. for q2 sufficiently far away from the zero-recoil point
(of course the physical q2 in radiative decays is exactly zero), the final active quark
carries a large energy (in the rest frame of the parent hadron) and interacts mostly
with soft degrees of freedom —the spectator quark and the gluons. Thus one may
expect that the trajectory of the fast quark suffers only small fluctuations around the
classical, almost light-like, worldline of the daughter hadron. Actually there are also
hard gluon exchange contributions, through which the large momentum is shared by
both the active and spectator quarks. However the perturbative calculation of these
diagrams typically leads to very small values compared to the dominant overlap dia-
gram, due to the hard αs suppression [3, 4]. We will assume that these contributions
are negligible, and we neglect also other radiative corrections for simplicity.
Let us now define the Large Energy Effective Theory in a more systematical
way. From now on, we will refer to high energy exclusive heavy-to-light decays, and
consider only the ground state mesons. The appropriate kinematical variables for
such decays are
• The four-momentum p, mass M and four-velocity v of the heavy hadron
p ≡Mv (2)
• The four-vector n and the scalar E defined by
p′ ≡ En , v · n ≡ 1 (3)
where p′ is the four-momentum of the light hadron, p′ 2 = m′ 2. Thus
E = v · p′ (4)
is just the energy of the light hadron in the rest frame of the heavy hadron.
4A potential problem of the LEET effective theory is the so-called “instability” phenomenon [17,
19]: indeed Aglietti argues in Ref. [19] that the interaction of a LEET quark with a massless soft
quark —that constitutes precisely the case that we are interested in— generates divergences in the
forward direction. However the mass of a quark in a bound state should rather be viewed as an
off-shellness of order ΛQCD, and it can easily be checked that this instability problem in Aglietti’s
argument does not occur for a non-vanishing mass of the soft quark [20].
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In the following we will consider the limit of heavy mass for the initial hadron and
large energy for the final one:
(ΛQCD, m
′)≪ (M,E) , with v and n fixed. (5)
Note that we do not assume anything for the ratios E/M and ΛQCD/m
′. As n2 =
m′ 2/E2 → 0, n becomes light-like in the above limit. In the rest frame of v, with the
z direction along p′, one has simply
v = (1, 0, 0, 0) , n ≃ (1, 0, 0, 1) . (6)
In a general frame one has the normalization conditions
v2 = 1 , v · n = 1 , n2 ≃ 0 . (7)
In a decay like B → π, not too close from q2 = q2max = (mB − mπ)2, the final
active quark gets a very large energy and should form with the spectator a hadron
of finite mass. Thus, neglecting as said above hard spectator effects, the momentum
r of the active quark is close to the momentum of the hadron:
r = En+ k , with k ∼ ΛQCD ≪ E is the residual momentum. (8)
Our goal is now to derive the LEET Lagrangian from the QCD one in the limit (8).
We would like to separate the large components of the quark field from the small ones
which, corresponding to the negative energy solutions, should be suppressed by 1/E.
To this aim we follow closely the simple demonstration given in Ref. [21] for the
derivation of the HQET Lagrangian. We define the projectors
P+ =
n/v/
2
, P− =
v/n/
2
(9)
which indeed verify from Eq. (7)
P2± = P± , P±P∓ = 0 , P+ + P− =
{n/, v/}
2
= 1 . (10)
From the full, four-component, quark field q(x) one may define two two-component
projected fields q±(x) by
q±(x) ≡ eiEn·xP±q(x) (11)
Thus from the projector properties one has
q(x) = e−iEn·x [q+(x) + q−(x)] (12)
with
P±q± = q± , P∓q± = 0 (13)
and
q±P∓ = q± , q±P± = 0 . (14)
5
It follows immediately that the QCD Lagrangian for the quark q, LQCD = q(iD/−mq)q
can be expressed in terms of the q± fields:
LQCD = q+v/in·Dq++q+(iD/−mq)q−+q−(iD/−mq)q++q−v/(2E+2iv·D−in·D)q− (15)
The equation of motion (iD/−mq)q(x) = 0, projected by P±, reads
v/in ·Dq+ + [iD/−mq − v/(2iv ·D − in ·D)] q− = 0 , (16)
(iD/ −mq − v/in ·D)q+ + v/(2E + 2iv ·D − in ·D)q− = 0 . (17)
The latter equation can formally be solved to express q− in terms of q+:
q−(x) = (2E + 2iv ·D − in ·D + iǫ)−1v/(iD/−mq − v/in ·D)q+(x) . (18)
Thus the field q−(x), corresponding to the negative energy solutions
5 is of order 1/E
with respect to q+(x). Physically this means that the pair creation is suppressed in
the effective theory.
To summarize we have obtained the result:
LQCD = LLEET +O(1/E) (19)
with
LLEET = qnv/in ·Dqn, (20)
where we have defined qn(x) ≡ q+(x) to recall the usual notation hv(x) for the effective
field of HQET. In addition the two-component field qn(x) verifies the projection
condition
qn(x) =
n/v/
2
qn(x) (21)
which implies in particular n/qn = 0. The LEET equation of motion is just
n ·Dqn(x) = 0 . (22)
Note that in the literature [5, 17, 19], the LEET Lagrangian was quoted without
the v/ factor: indeed these authors have inferred the Lagrangian from the large energy
limit of the QCD quark propagator. However the limit of the propagator is not
sufficient to define the effective field from the QCD field. We will see that the v/ factor
and the projection condition (21) have important consequences on the symmetries of
the effective theory and on the constraints on the form factors.
Note also that the assumption of a massless quark, or even a light quark (compared
to ΛQCD), is not needed to write Eq. (19). The mass term qnmqqn just vanishes
5since P± =
1
2 (1± αz) in the rest frame of v. In this frame, the projectors P± coincide with the
±γ3γ0/2 projectors that are useful for the light-cone formalism [22]. Another possibility is to define
P+ = γ∗γ•/2 and P− = γ•γ∗/2 with γ∗ = n//n · x and γ• = x/: this makes apparent the resemblance
with the light-cone formalism of Ref. [23] and leads to the Lagrangian LLEET = qn[x//n · x]in ·Dqn.
The latter exhibits the invariance under the collinear conformal group as defined in Ref. [23].
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because of the projector (21). As far as masses are concerned, we only need mq ≪ E
for the quark, and m′ ≪ E for the hadron, in order for n to become a light-like
vector. Of course in phenomenological applications we will use LEET mainly for the
light u, d and s quarks. However it is worth noting that if the b quark were much
heavier, say ∼ 20 GeV, the heavy c quark in the B → D transition around q2 = 0
would have to be described by LEET rather than by HQET, as the latter theory fails
for w = E/m′ too large [21].
Let us now discuss the global symmetries of LEET: the simplest one is the flavour
symmetry, as there is no mass term in the Lagrangian, meaning that mass effects
should be small for energetic particles.
It is also immediately apparent that the LEET Lagrangian (20) as well as the
projection condition (21) are invariant under the chiral transformation
qn(x)→ eiαγ5/2qn(x) . (23)
As for massless quarks, it is straightforward to show that the helicity operator of
the LEET quark is just γ5/2. This feature, and the fact that there is no dynamical
Dirac matrix in the LEET Lagrangian (coupled to the covariant derivative Dµ),
should indicate that the U(1) chiral symmetry can be embedded in a larger symmetry
group [24]. This is actually what happens. One defines 6 in the rest frame of v
S1 ≡ 1
2
γ0Σ1 =
1
2
γ1γ5 , S2 ≡ 1
2
γ0Σ2 =
1
2
γ2γ5 , S3 ≡ 1
2
Σ3 =
1
2
γ5γ0γ3 . (24)
In a general frame, one defines two four-vectors e1 and e2 transverse to both v and n
and
S1 =
γ5e/1
2
, S2 =
γ5e/2
2
, S3 =
γ5
2
(1− v/n/) . (25)
Thus S3qn = γ
5qn because of the projector, as said above. As the Σ
i generate the
SU(2) group, and from [γ0,Σi] = 0 and (γ0)2 = 1, the Si operators also verify the
SU(2) algebra: [
Si, Sj
]
= iǫijkS
k . (26)
Finally, it is simple to check that both the Lagrangian (20) and the projection con-
dition (21) remain invariant under the transformation generated by ~S
qn(x)→ ei~α·~Sqn(x) . (27)
Our conclusion is that to leading order, LEET has as much global symmetry as
HQET, that is a flavour and SU(2) symmetry 7.
Unfortunately, unlike the HQET case, the action of the generators (25) on the
physical states is not straightforward to find. Indeed, the HQET symmetry group
6We use ~Σ ≡
(
~σ 0
0 ~σ
)
, where ~σ are the Pauli matrices.
7Note the important roˆle played by the v/ factor in the Lagrangian.
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holds whatever the internal kinematical configuration of the heavy hadron 8, and this
is obviously not the case for LEET. In short, the physical states are not dominated
by the “objects” that are expected to be described by LEET (for example, the LEET
symmetry does not imply mρ = mπ). However this problem, that we leave for further
investigation, will not prevent us to find very significant results by sticking to the
quark current operators and simply replacing the QCD light quark field by the LEET
one wherever it is justified, as we will see in Section 3.
As for the space-time symmetry, it can be checked that while the HQET La-
grangian is invariant under the rotation group (more precisely the little group of v),
the LEET Lagrangian (20) is invariant under the group of the collinear conformal
transformations 9. Furthermore, it should be possible to “make covariant” the theory
by summing on the four-vector n, similarly to Georgi’s procedure [25] concerning
HQET.
Finally the Feynman rules of the LEET effective theory look like the HQET
ones [21]
LEET quark propagator:
iv/
n · k + iǫ
n/v/
2
, (28)
LEET quark-gluon vertex: −ig v/ Ta nµ . (29)
3 The Universal Form Factors ζ(M,E), ζ//(M,E),
ζ⊥(M,E) and their Scaling Laws
Our purpose in this section is to find the constraints on the heavy-to-light form factors
which may follow from LEET. For definiteness, we consider the decay of a B-meson,
although some of our results may apply for D-decays. As for the final particle, P (V )
stands for a light pseudoscalar (vector) meson. We are interested in the following
matrix elements
〈P |V µ|B〉 , 〈P |T µν |B〉 , (30)
〈V |V µ|B〉 , 〈V |Aµ|B〉 , 〈V |T µν5 |B〉 (31)
where V µ = qγµb, Aµ = qγµγ5b, T
µν = qσµνb and T µν5 = qσ
µνγ5b are respectively the
vector, axial, tensor and pseudotensor weak currents, with q the appropriate active
light flavour. The matrix elements
〈P |T µν5 |B〉 , 〈P |T µνqν |B〉 , (32)
〈V |T µν |B〉 ,
〈
V
∣∣∣T µν(5)qν
∣∣∣B〉 (33)
8except for exchange of hard momenta (k >∼ M), which generates logarithmic corrections that
are calculable in perturbation theory.
9These are defined in Ref. [23], within the context of the quantization on the light-cone.
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(qµ = pµ−p′µ =Mvµ−Enµ is the four-momentum transfer) can obviously be obtained
from Eqs. (30)-(31) by using γ5σ
µν = i
2
ǫµνρσσρσ and/or contracting with qν . Let us
recall the relation between q2 and E = v · p′
q2 =M2 − 2ME +m′ 2 ⇐⇒ E = M
2
(
1− q
2
M2
+
m′ 2
M2
)
. (34)
As a starting point, we decompose in all generality the above matrix elements in
terms of Lorentz invariant form factors. We adopt a parametrization that is conve-
nient to study the M → ∞ and E → ∞ limit, i.e. we use the variables (vµ, nµ, E)
rather than (pµ, p′µ, q2). Some caution is needed to treat the polarization vector ǫµ
of the vector meson: indeed when E → ∞, one has ǫµ⊥ = O(1) for a transverse
meson while ǫµ// = O(E/mV ) for a longitudinal one. Thus we decompose the matrix
elements on the Lorentz structures vµ, nµ, ǫ∗µ − (ǫ∗ · v)nµ, mV
E
(ǫ∗ · v)nµ, mV
E
(ǫ∗ · v)vµ
and ǫµνρσvνnρǫ
∗
σ which are finite in the asymptotic limit M →∞ and E →∞:
〈P |V µ|B〉 = 2E
[
ζ (v)(M,E)nµ + ζ
(v)
1 (M,E)v
µ
]
, (35)
〈P |T µν |B〉 = i2E ζ (t)(M,E) (nµvν − nνvµ) , (36)
〈V |V µ|B〉 = i2E ζ (v)⊥ (M,E) ǫµνρσvνnρǫ∗σ , (37)
〈V |Aµ|B〉 = 2E ζ (a)⊥ (M,E) [ǫ∗µ − (ǫ∗ · v)nµ]
+2E
mV
E
(ǫ∗ · v)
[
ζ
(a)
// (M,E)n
µ + ζ
(a)
1//(M,E)v
µ
]
, (38)
〈V |T µν5 |B〉 = −i2Eζ (t5)1⊥ (M,E) {[ǫ∗µ − (ǫ∗ · v)nµ] vν − [ǫ∗ν − (ǫ∗ · v)nν ] vµ} (39)
−i2Eζ (t5)⊥ (M,E) (ǫ∗µnν − ǫ∗νnµ) (40)
−i2Eζ (t5)// (M,E)
mV
E
(ǫ∗ · v) (nµvν − nνvµ) . (41)
Some additional comments on Eqs. (35)-(41) are in order 10: the 2E overall normaliza-
tion factor has been chosen to restore the dimensionality and for further convenience
(cf. Eq. (104)). The superscripts (v), (a)... refer to the Dirac structure of the cur-
rent operators. Furthermore it is clear that for a matrix element to a longitudinal
(respectively transverse) vector meson, only the form factors with a // (respectively
⊥) subscript contribute in the M → ∞ and E → ∞ limit. Finally we have made
explicit the dependence of the form factors with respect to M and E, although they
also depend on m′ = mP or mV .
Let us now expose our argument, in the M → ∞ and E → ∞ limit. On the
one hand we use LEET to describe the final active quark. Thus the quark field
q(0) in the current operators will be replaced by the effective LEET field qn(0), with
qnv/n//2 = qn. To exploit the latter equation, two useful Dirac identities are
v/n/
2
γµ =
v/n/
2
[nµv/+ iǫµνρσvνnργσγ5] , (42)
10We use the usual relativistic normalization of states and ǫ0123 = +1. Note that our phase
convention for the vector mesons differs by a i factor from the one used in Refs. [7, 8, 9, 13, 26, 27]:
|V 〉This work = +i |V 〉Ref. [7].
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v/n/
2
σµν =
v/n/
2
[i (nµvν − nνvµ)− i (nµγν − nνγµ) v/+ ǫµνρσvρnσγ5] . (43)
On the other hand, one may wonder about the initial heavy quark: should it
be described by QCD or HQET ? We have already noticed that to leading order
LEET neglects hard spectator effects, and that the hard momenta are “integrated
out”, leaving only soft, non-perturbative degrees of freedom. Thus for consistency
one should use HQET to describe the initial heavy quark, and replace the quark field
b(0) by bv(0) with v/bv = bv. This supports the proposed conjecture that HQET may
be applied to the whole physical kinematical range in heavy-to-light semileptonic de-
cays [4], and is not restricted to the small recoil region, that is the Isgur-Wise limit [2].
Note that this HQET/LEET formalism is not more than a soft contribution domi-
nance assumption, that will have short-distance αs corrections, and non-perturbative
1/M and 1/E corrections.
Now we are in position to reduce the number of independent form factors, by
simply replacing the quark current operator q Γb by the effective one qnΓbv, which
is finite in the M → ∞ and E → ∞ limit. From the constraints v/bv = bv and
n/qn = 0 and from Eqs. (42)-(43) we find the following relations between the currents,
to leading order in 1/M and 1/E:
qnbv = vµqnγ
µbv , (44)
qnγ
µbv = n
µqnbv + iǫ
µνρσvνnρqnγσγ5bv , (45)
qnγ
µγ5bv = −nµqnγ5bv + iǫµνρσvνnρqnγσbv , (46)
qnσ
µνbv = i [n
µvνqnbv − nµqnγνbv − (µ↔ ν)] + ǫµνρσvρnσqnγ5bv , (47)
qnσ
µνγ5bv = i [n
µvνqnγ5bv + n
µqnγ
νγ5bv − (µ↔ ν)] + ǫµνρσvρnσqnbv . (48)
Reporting Eqs. (44)-(48) in Eqs. (35)-(41) we find
ζ
(v)
1 = ζ
(a)
1// = ζ
(t5)
1⊥ = 0 , (49)
ζ (v) = ζ (t) ≡ ζ , (50)
ζ
(v)
⊥ = ζ
(a)
⊥ = ζ
(t5)
⊥ ≡ ζ⊥ , (51)
ζ
(a)
// = ζ
(t5)
// ≡ ζ// . (52)
Thus to leading order in 1/M , 1/E and αs there are only three independent form
factors in heavy-to-light B → P (V ) transitions, which from now on we will denote
by ζ (for B → P ), ζ// and ζ⊥ (for B → V ). This implies non-trivial relations
between the usual form factors f+, A1 etc. (see Section 5). Note that among these
relations there are the well-known Isgur-Wise relations [2] between the penguin and
semileptonic form factors which follow from v/hv = hv only, while the relations among
the semileptonic form factors stemming from v/hv = hv and qn = qnv/n//2 are new
(they resemble to Stech’s [29] and Soares’ [30] quark model relations, as we discuss
in Section 5).
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The ζ(M,E) functions have a simple dependence with respect to the large mass
M . Indeed it is well known that the following relation between the QCD and HQET
eigenstates holds in the heavy mass limit [21]:
|B, pµ〉QCD =
√
M |B, vµ 〉HQET (53)
where |B, vµ〉HQET is independent ofM . Thus the matrix elements (30)-(31) become
〈P (V ) | q Γb |B, pµ〉QCD =
√
M 〈P (V ) | qnΓbv |B, vµ〉HQET (54)
where the only Lorentz scalar arising in the covariant decomposition of the right-hand
side matrix element is E = v · p′ (and ǫ∗ · v in the B → V case). From Eqs. (54)
and (35)-(41) one has
ζ(M,E) =
√
M
[
z(0)(E) +
∞∑
k=1
z(k)(E)
Mk
]
, (55)
where the z(k)(E)/Mk, k ≥ 1, stand for higher order terms stemming from the HQET
Lagrangian and from the heavy-to-light current operator. Similar 1/M expansion
apply for ζ// and ζ⊥.
In the original Isgur-Wise derivation [2], M is sent to infinity while E is kept
fixed, and the well-known ∼ √M scaling is obtained for E ≪M . Actually whatever
the ratio E/M , we may also take E → ∞ provided that the z(k)(E), k ≥ 1, are not
enhanced by powers of E with respect to z(0)(E), which is unlikely. Indeed the z(k)(E)
are suppressed by some power of the large scale E, which is related to the suppression
of the wave function of the light energetic meson when one quark carries most of the
momentum of the hadron, i.e. for the Feynman variable u ∼ 1. This suppression is
universal, belongs to the properties of the final state, and thus should hold for all
the operators contributing to the expansion (55). In the end one obtains a factorized
scaling law for any ratio E/M
ζ(M,E) =
√
M z(E) , ζ//(M,E) =
√
M z//(E) , ζ⊥(M,E) =
√
M z⊥(E) . (56)
We expect that the potential ∼ E/M non-factorizable corrections to Eq. (56) will be
suppressed by an additional power of the large scales M or E, or by αs.
The question of the definite asymptotic E-dependence is more involved, because
we have no relation for LEET comparable to Eq. (53). However it is now well accepted
that at q2 = 0, the Feynman mechanism contribution to the form factors should
behave as the hard one, that is ∼ M−3/2 [3, 7, 8, 14], although there is no really
rigorous proof of that. As E ∼ M at q2 = 0, it implies that the z(E) functions in
Eq. (56) behave like ∼ 1/E2. As already said, this follows from the behaviour of
the final state light-cone wave function near the end-point u ∼ 1 [3]: it is argued in
Ref. [28] that the light-cone twist-two distribution amplitude, renormalized at a low
scale µ >∼ 1 GeV, vanishes linearly at u ∼ 1 like each term of its expansion in the
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Gegenbauer polynomials. Integrating over a region shrunk to ∆u ∼ 1/E, which is
the signature of the Feynman mechanism, one obtains the 1/E2 scaling law:
z(E) ∼
∫ 1
1− Λ
E
du (1− u) ∼ 1
E2
. (57)
Should the behaviour of the distribution amplitudes near u ∼ 1 be different from the
usual ∼ (1 − u) expectation, the power law in 1/E should be changed. We stress
again that the ∼ 1/E2 suppression (or whatever ∼ 1/En) should affect all the z(k)
functions in Eq. (55). We will see in the next section that this is exactly what the
Light-Cone Sum Rule method predicts.
Here we would like to make an important comment: it is sometimes said that
because the asymptoticM-dependence is different at the two particular points q2 = 0
and q2 = q2max = (M − m′)2, HQET could not be valid in the whole range of q2.
However the extended HQET scaling prediction (56) is fully compatible with both
the Isgur-Wise ∼ √M scaling for E ≪ M and the Chernyak-Zhitnitsky ∼ M−3/2
scaling at q2 = 0 provided z(E) ∼ 1/E2 at large E. Note also that the dipole scaling
of z(E) at large E does not prevent it to be pole-like at finite E, according to the
idea of B∗ meson dominance.
For clarity, we summarize here our results: in the M → ∞ and E → ∞ limit,
the heavy-to-light weak current matrix elements depend on only three independent
dimensionless form factors ζ , ζ// and ζ⊥
〈P |V µ|B〉 = 2E ζ(M,E)nµ , (58)
〈P |T µν |B〉 = i2E ζ(M,E) (nµvν − nνvµ) , (59)
〈V |V µ|B〉 = i2E ζ⊥(M,E) ǫµνρσvνnρǫ∗σ , (60)
〈V |Aµ|B〉 = 2E
{
ζ⊥(M,E) [ǫ
∗µ − (ǫ∗ · v)nµ] + ζ//(M,E)mV
E
(ǫ∗ · v)nµ
}
, (61)
〈V |T µν5 |B〉 = −i2Eζ⊥(M,E) (ǫ∗µnν − ǫ∗νnµ) (62)
−i2Eζ//(M,E)mV
E
(ǫ∗ · v) (nµvν − nνvµ) . (63)
These three universal form factors have a
√
M dependence
ζ(M,E) =
√
M z(E) , ζ//(M,E) =
√
M z//(E) , ζ⊥(M,E) =
√
M z⊥(E) , (64)
and we have argued that a 1/E2 dependence is very plausible, thus
ζ(M,E) = C
√
M
E2
= 4C
M−3/2
(1− q2/M2)2 , (65)
ζ//(M,E) = C//
√
M
E2
= 4C//
M−3/2
(1− q2/M2)2 , (66)
ζ⊥(M,E) = C⊥
√
M
E2
= 4C⊥
M−3/2
(1− q2/M2)2 . (67)
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where C, C// and C⊥ are unknown dimensionful constants, of order Λ
3/2
QCD.
Let us repeat however that Eqs. (65)-(67) are not on as solid grounds as Eqs. (58)-
(64). Accepting them nevertheless, everything but three normalization constants
is known about the form factors, which may constitute an even more favourable
situation compared to the heavy-to-heavy case, at least from the mathematical point
of view. Ironically, a model-independent value of the form factors at some particular
q2 would have been more interesting than the q2-dependence, from the point of view
of the extraction of |Vub|.
Before closing this section, we would like to make clear the expected region of
validity of the final hadron large energy limit: from Eq. (34), it is not restricted,
at least formally, to the small values of q2. Indeed, q2 can even be O(M2) (e.g.
q2 = αM2), provided that 1 − q2/M2 = O(1) (that is α 6= 1) and that M is large
enough to get from Eq. (34) the conditions ΛQCD ≪ E, m′ ≪ E. However the region
near the zero-recoil point, q2 =M2−Mχ with χ finite, is outside the LEET domain.
Of course, the realistic world is much more complicated, and one may expect sizeable
non-LEET effects for physical quark and hadron masses, as one is going from q2 = 0
to q2 = q2max. For B-decays, one may hope that LEET will be valid for 0 ≤ q2 <∼ 10–
15 GeV2 although a more precise answer cannot be given without a careful study of
the subleading terms.
In addition, we are aware of the fact that Eqs. (58-67) should receive logarithmic
radiative corrections (∼ ln(M) and ∼ ln(E)) [5, 31], which might be computed by
matching QCD onto HQET/LEET. These calculations are beyond the scope of this
paper.
4 Light-Cone Sum Rules in the Final Hadron Lar-
ge Energy Limit
In this Section, we shall show that the Light-Cone Sum Rule (LCSR) method is
fully compatible with the HQET/LEET formalism that we have discussed above;
moreover we obtain below explicit expressions for the three universal form factors,
that are strikingly simple.
Chernyak and Zhitnitsky [3] were the first authors to use the LCSR method to
calculate the heavy-to-light form factors in the region where the energy release is
sufficiently large (actually at q2 = 0). The basic idea is to describe the decaying
heavy hadron by an interpolating local current and to use the quark-hadron duality
and the Borel transformation to suppress the contribution of the excited B-states and
of the continuum. On the other hand, the light hadron enters the game through the
light-cone distribution amplitudes, order by order in the twist expansion. Later, the
method has been developed for q2 6= 0 by several groups who have taken into account
higher-twist and radiative corrections effects [6]-[14]. It has to be considered as a
QCD-based approximation, although, to our knowledge, there is not a well defined
limit of the underlying theory in which the sum rules are exact.
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Our purpose is thus to study the M → ∞ and E → ∞ limit of the LCSR
expressions for the form factors, using mainly the explicit formulæ of Refs. [6, 9, 14].
For simplicity we do not consider here the tensor form factors, only the vector and
axial ones. Thanks to the considerable effort developed in the literature [3] [6]-[14],
our calculation does not pose any major problem and will not be reported here in
detail; nevertheless some comments are in order:
• The twist expansion does not match the 1/M and 1/E power expansion. We
have checked that the leading order contributions to the M →∞ and E →∞
limit depend not only on the two-particle twist-two but also on the twist-
three distribution amplitudes while higher-twist (≥ 4) and multi-particle (≥
3) distribution amplitudes are power suppressed. This was already found in
Refs. [3, 7, 8, 14] where the heavy quark expansion was considered at the par-
ticular point q2 = 0. This is also compatible with the finding of Ref. [12] that
twist-three terms are numerically as important as the twist-two ones, while the
twist-four and multi-particle contributions are much smaller. Actually, for the
twist expansion to make sense, the number of different twists contributing to
a given order in 1/M and 1/E should be finite, which seems indeed to be the
case.
• According to the preceding point, the early calculations of the B → V form
factors are not consistent from the point of view of the M → ∞ and E → ∞
limit. Indeed the authors of Refs. [7, 8, 9] have not taken into account the
contribution of the two-particle twist-three distribution amplitudes h
(t)
// (u) and
h
(s)
// (u), as defined in Ref. [26], which however contribute to leading order on
the same footing as the ones of twist-two. To our knowledge, only in the recent
works [13] these functions have been considered. We calculate the corresponding
terms below.
• The “surface terms” should be kept systematically. These terms come from
the integration by parts after the Borel transformation, as discussed in the
Appendix A of Ref. [8]. However for our purpose we have found simpler and
equivalent to perform the integration by parts before the Borel transformation;
thus in the calculations below we will use∫ 1
0
du
∆2
f(u) =
1
2
∫ 1
0
du
∆
1
q · p+ um′ 2
[
m′ 2
q · p+ um′ 2f(u)− f
′(u)
]
(68)
where f(u) is a function of u which verifies f(0) = f(1) = 0 and
∆ = m2b − (q + up′)2 . (69)
Then the Borel transformation is done with respect to the variable (q + p′)2,
according to
1
∆
→ 1
uM2 exp
[
−m
2
b − (1− u)q2 + u(1− u)m′ 2
uM2
]
(70)
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where M2 is the Borel parameter.
• In order to find the mb →∞ limit of the LCSR, the sum rule parameters have
to be rescaled. Following Refs. [3, 7, 8, 14] we write the Borel parameter
M2 = mbµ0 (71)
and the continuum threshold
sB0 = (mb + ω0)
2 , (72)
where the rescaled parameters µ0 and ω0 are finite in the mb →∞ limit.
Moreover we note [6, 9, 14] that the integration domain after the Borel trans-
formation and the continuum subtraction is u ∈ [umin, 1], where
umin =
m2b − q2
sB0 − q2
(for m′ ≃ 0). (73)
In the mb → ∞ and E → ∞ limit, one has the expansion umin ≃ 1 − ω0/E,
which shows that this is indeed the size of E that selects the u ∼ 1 region.
We have now all the elements to perform the calculation. We use the standard
notation for the decay constants fB, fP , fV anf f
⊥
V and for the distribution ampli-
tudes 11, φ, φp, φσ, φ//, h
(s)
// , h
(t)
// , φ⊥, g
(v)
⊥ and g
(a)
⊥ . The behaviour of these functions
near u → 1 is assumed to be identical to each term of their conformal expansion in
the Gegenbauer polynomials [28], that is, up to ∼ (1−u) ln(1−u) terms proportional
to the light quark masses [26],
φ ∼ φσ ∼ φ// ∼ φ⊥ ∼ h(s)// ∼ g(a)⊥ ∼ (1− u) , (74)
φp ∼ h(t)// ∼ g(v)⊥ ∼ Cst . (75)
For the B → P transitions we simply use the correlators given by formulæ (17)
in Ref. [6] and (14) in Ref. [14] and perform the Borel transformation after using
Eq. (68). The standard procedure to subtract the continuum is applied, and we find
that in the limit mb →∞ and E →∞ the B → P semileptonic matrix element can
be written under the form (35) with
ζ (v)(M,E) =
1
fB
1
2E2
[
−fPφ′(1)I2(ω0, µ0)− fPm
2
P
6(mq1 +mq2)
φ′σ(1)I1(ω0, µ0)
]
,(76)
ζ
(v)
1 (M,E) =
1
fB
1
2E2
fPm
2
P
mq1 +mq2
[
φp(1) +
1
6
φ′σ(1)
]
I1(ω0, µ0) . (77)
11All these functions are defined and discussed at length in Ref. [26].
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Here mq1,2 stand for the masses of the quarks making the light pseudoscalar q1q2
meson, and the Ij(ω0, µ0) are functions of the sum rule parameters (ω0, µ0) through
Ij(ω0, µ0) =
∫ ω0
0
dω ωj exp
[
2
µ0
(
Λ− ω
)]
j = 1, 2 (78)
where Λ is the binding energy of the heavy meson, Λ = mB − mb, which is finite
in the mb → ∞ limit. For the particular point q2 = 0, Eqs. (76)-(77) agree with
Ref. [14] in the mb →∞ limit.
For the B → V transitions more work is needed. We have recalculated the
correlator considered in Ref. [9]
Πµ(p
′, q) = i
∫
d4x eiq·x
〈
V, p′
∣∣∣ T q(x)γµ(1− γ5)b(x)b(0)iγ5q(0) ∣∣∣ 0〉 (79)
taking into account the contribution of the distribution amplitudes h
(s)
// (u) and h
(t)
// (u).
Using the method and notations of Ref. [9], we find 12
Πµ(p
′, q) = − mbfVmV
∫ 1
0
du
∆
[
ǫ∗µg
(v)
⊥ + 2(q · ǫ∗)p′µ
1
∆
(
Φ// −G(v)⊥
)]
− iǫµνρσǫ∗νp′ ρqσ
[
mb
2
fVmV
∫ 1
0
du
∆2
g
(a)
⊥ + f
⊥
V
∫ 1
0
du
φ⊥
∆
]
− f⊥V
∫ 1
0
du
φ⊥
∆
[
ǫ∗µ(p
′ · q + p′ 2u)− pµ(q · ǫ∗)
]
− f⊥V m2V
∫ 1
0
du
∆
ǫ∗µ
[(
1 + 2
m2b
∆
)(
H
(t)
// − Φ⊥
)
+
1
2
h
(s)
//
]
+ 2f⊥V m
2
V
∫ 1
0
du
∆2
(q · ǫ∗)(qµ + up′µ)
(
H
(t)
// − Φ⊥ −
1
2
h
(s)
//
)
, (80)
the upper-case notation meaning the primitive of a lower-case function:
F (u) = −
∫ u
0
dv f(v) . (81)
Compared to Eq. (19) of Ref. [9], the last two terms of the above equation are new 13.
In taking the Borel transformation of Eq. (80), a subtlety emerges: the standard
procedure considers the Lorentz-invariant decomposition of Πµ, that is the coefficients
of ǫ∗µ, (q · ǫ∗)p′µ and (q · ǫ∗)qµ, and performs the Borel transformation on the variable
(p′+q)2 with p′ 2 = m2V and q
2 fixed to their physical value. This amounts in particular
to consider q · ǫ∗ as a constant. While this is true for transverse mesons, for which
q · ǫ∗⊥ = 0, it is clearly not possible for longitudinal mesons. Thus for longitudinal
12Recall our conventions, footnote # 10.
13They are taken into account in Ref. [13], together with twist-four and radiative corrections.
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mesons we simplify the correlator Πµ by expressing q · ǫ∗// in terms of p′ · q and q2
before Borel transforming on (p′ + q)2:
q · ǫ∗// =
(
p′ · q
mV
+mV
)√
1− m
2
V
E2
. (82)
In the limit mb →∞ and E →∞ the B → V semileptonic matrix elements can
finally be written under the form (37)-(38) with
ζ
(a)
// (M,E) =
1
fB
1
2E2
[
−fV φ′//(1)I2(ω0, µ0) + f⊥V mV h(t)// (1)I1(ω0, µ0)
]
, (83)
ζ
(a)
1//(M,E) =
1
fB
f⊥V mV
2E2
[
h
(t)
// (1) +
1
2
h
(s) ′
// (1)
]
I1(ω0, µ0) , (84)
ζ
(a)
⊥ (M,E) =
1
fB
1
2E2
[
−f⊥V φ′⊥(1)I2(ω0, µ0) + fVmV g(v)⊥ (1)I1(ω0, µ0)
]
, (85)
ζ
(v)
⊥ (M,E) =
1
fB
1
2E2
[
−f⊥V φ′⊥(1)I2(ω0, µ0)−
1
4
fVmV g
(a) ′
⊥ (1)I1(ω0, µ0)
]
. (86)
As for the transverse form factors at the particular point q2 = 0, Eqs. (85)-(86) agree
with Ref. [8] in the mb →∞ limit.
Let us now discuss our results, Eqs. (76)-(77) and (83)-(86). First, as fB
√
mB ∼
Cst [2], the factorized scaling law∼ √M/E2 is clearly seen, as anticipated in Section 3.
Note that the 1/E2-dependence holds despite the fact that φp, g
(v)
⊥ and h
(t)
// do not
vanish at u = 0, 1, which is a hint that this scaling law may be independent of the
LCSR calculation. Second it still seems that we have six independent form factors
to describe the semileptonic B → P (V ) transitions. However, using the results of
Ref. [7, 23, 26] based on the conformal expansion of the distribution amplitudes and
the equations of motion, the following relations hold exactly in QCD
φp(1) +
1
6
φ′σ(1) = 0 , (87)
h
(t)
// (1) +
1
2
h
(s) ′
// (1) = 0 , (88)
g
(v)
⊥ (1) +
1
4
g
(a) ′
⊥ (1) = 0 . (89)
Reporting the above relation in Eqs. (76)-(77) and (83)-(86) we obtain ζ1 = ζ1// = 0
and that the semileptonic B → P (V ) matrix elements can finally be written under
the form (58)-(63) with
ζ(M,E) =
1
fB
1
2E2
[
−fPφ′(1)I2(ω0, µ0) + fPm
2
P
mq1 +mq2
φp(1)I1(ω0, µ0)
]
, (90)
ζ//(M,E) =
1
fB
1
2E2
[
−fV φ′//(1)I2(ω0, µ0) + f⊥V mV h(t)// (1)I1(ω0, µ0)
]
, (91)
ζ⊥(M,E) =
1
fB
1
2E2
[
−f⊥V φ′⊥(1)I2(ω0, µ0) + fVmV g(v)⊥ (1)I1(ω0, µ0)
]
. (92)
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It is interesting to note that Eqs. (87)-(89) can be derived simply using the LEET
projection condition (21). Indeed the functions φp(u) and φσ(u) are defined by (with
φσ(0) = φσ(1) = 0)
fPm
2
P
mq1 +mq2
φp(u) =
∫
En · dx
2π
e−iuEn·x 〈P | q1(x)iγ5A(x|0)q2(0) | 0〉 , (93)
−fPm2P
6(mq1 +mq2)
φ′σ(u)nµ =
∫
En · dx
2π
e−iuEn·x 〈P | q1(x)σµνγ5nνA(x|0)q2(0) | 0〉 (94)
with p′µ = Enµ the hadron four-momentum, u the momentum fraction of the quark
q1 and A the path-ordered gluon operator ensuring the gauge-invariance of the above
matrix elements
A(x|0) = P exp
{
ig
∫ 1
0
dw xµA
µ(wx)
}
. (95)
For u = 1 one may replace in Eqs. (93)-(94) q1(x) by the effective LEET field
q1n(x) with n/q1n(x) = 0. Using σµν = i(gµν − γνγµ) one immediately gets Eq. (87).
Eqs. (88)-(89) can be obtained similarly. Furthermore it can be checked than 1/E
corrections to LEET generates 1 − u corrections in the distribution amplitudes and
thus vanish for u = 1.
We would like to make here a last comment, of phenomenological interest. While
we have shown that the LCSR approach satisfies the general relations and scaling
laws among the form factors, the same approach also allows to calculate some of
the deviations to the asymptotic limit M → ∞ and E → ∞. As a first test, we
have checked using the most recent calculations [13] that the relations between the
form factors are quite robust, i.e. they are well satisfied even in the non-asymptotic
regime. However, the ∼ √M/E2 scaling law seems to be affected by large corrections
(at q2 = 0, this is discussed in Ref. [7]), which may appear surprising. We leave this
interesting question for further investigation.
To conclude the Light-Cone Sum Rule method provides an explicit realization of
the HQET/LEET formalism, that is it satisfies the predictions (58)-(67) exactly in
the limit of heavy mass for the initial meson and large energy for the final one. This is
a remarkable non-trivial result, and we would like to insist on the extreme simplicity
of Eqs. (90)-(92).
In addition we show in Ref. [15] that the quark models based on the Bakamjian-
Thomas formalism also verify the HQET/LEET relations (58)-(63) between the form
factors, as well as the
√
M z(E) scaling law of Eq. (64). This is another hint that the
LEET formalism is well adapted to the description of heavy-to-light transitions.
5 Phenomenological Discussion
Here our purpose is to write down the standard form factors f+, A1 etc. in terms of
the three universal functions ζ , ζ// and ζ⊥, a convenient way to compare our results
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with previous approaches, and to discuss some phenomenological applications. The
former form factors are defined as follows:
〈P |V µ|B〉 = f+(q2)
[
pµ + p′µ − M
2 −m2P
q2
qµ
]
+ f0(q
2)
M2 −m2P
q2
qµ , (96)
〈P |T µνqν |B〉 = i fT (q
2)
M +mP
[
q2(pµ + p′µ)− (M2 −m2P )qµ
]
, (97)
〈V |V µ|B〉 = i 2V (q
2)
M +mV
ǫµνρσpνp′ ρǫ∗σ , (98)
〈V |Aµ|B〉 = 2mVA0(q2)ǫ
∗ · q
q2
qµ + (M +mV )A1(q
2)
[
ǫ∗µ − ǫ
∗ · q
q2
qµ
]
(99)
−A2(q2) ǫ
∗ · q
M +mV
[
pµ + p′µ − M
2 −m2V
q2
qµ
]
, (100)
〈V |T µνqν |B〉 = −2T1(q2)ǫµνρσpνp′ ρǫ∗σ , (101)
〈V |T µν5 qν |B〉 = −iT2(q2)
[
(M2 −m2V )ǫ∗µ − (ǫ∗ · q)(pµ + p′µ)
]
(102)
−iT3(q2)(ǫ∗ · q)
[
qµ − q
2
M2 −m2V
(pµ + p′µ)
]
. (103)
Now we consider the matrix elements as given by their asymptotic expression (58)-
(63) with (vµ, nµ, E) unambiguously defined in Eqs. (2)-(4); then we identify in these
equations the coefficients of nν , vµ, ǫ∗µ − (ǫ∗ · v)nµ etc. with the corresponding
ones in the standard parametrization (96)-(103), keeping all the light mass terms
although, strictly speaking, they are subdominant in the final hadron large energy
limit. The point is that these kinematical mass corrections could be numerically
very large, and thus should not be thrown away; for example, M∗K/MD = 0.48 and
M∗K/MB = 0.17. Although it has a certain degree of arbitrariness and introduces
some model-dependence, this procedure amounts to assume that the matrix elements
are well approximated by their asymptotic value (58)-(63), while the form factors f+,
A1 etc. are not, because of the light mass terms which appear in their definition. This
was already postulated in Ref. [32], and this is in rough agreement with Ref. [27],
where it is found that the main light meson mass corrections are purely kinematical.
We find, with the notation EP (EV ) for the value of E obtained by putting
m′ = mP (mV ) in Eq. (34),
f+(q
2) = ζ(M,EP ) , (104)
f0(q
2) =
(
1− q
2
M2 −m2P
)
ζ(M,EP ) , (105)
fT (q
2) =
(
1 +
mP
M
)
ζ(M,EP ) , (106)
A0(q
2) =
(
1− m
2
V
MEV
)
ζ//(M,EV ) +
mV
M
ζ⊥(M,EV ) , (107)
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A1(q
2) =
2EV
M +mV
ζ⊥(M,EV ) , (108)
A2(q
2) =
(
1 +
mV
M
) [
ζ⊥(M,EV )− mV
EV
ζ//(M,EV )
]
, (109)
V (q2) =
(
1 +
mV
M
)
ζ⊥(M,EV ) , (110)
T1(q
2) = ζ⊥(M,EV ) , (111)
T2(q
2) =
(
1− q
2
M2 −m2V
)
ζ⊥(M,EV ) , (112)
T3(q
2) = ζ⊥(M,EV )− mV
E
(
1− m
2
V
M2
)
ζ//(M,EV ) . (113)
Eqs. (104)-(113) make apparent the fact that the form factors f0, A1 and T2 have
a “kinematical pole” ∼ (1−q2/M2) with respect to the others, which is a finding that
was described in Ref. [32] as being essentially a relativistic effect. In addition, the
∼ 1/E2 dependence of the ζ form factors, as discussed in Section 3, imply a dipole
behaviour for f+, fT , A0, A2, V , T1 and T3 and a pole one for f0, A1 and T2 with the
heavy mass as the pole mass. This pole/dipole description of the form factors was a
phenomenological Ansatz made in Ref. [32]. Also Ref. [32] needed to introduce some
unknown normalization constants, which we may now interpret as the constants C,
C// and C⊥ of Eqs. (65)-(67).
Moreover, it becomes clear from Eqs. (104)-(113) that the HQET/LEET predic-
tions are close to the relations obtained by Stech [29] and Soares [30] who have used a
constituent quark model approach. Except some ambiguities in the subleading terms
∼ m′/M or m′/E, our general relations (104)-(113) coincide with Stech’s and Soares’
ones, if we impose ζ⊥ = ζ//. Note that we have found no general reason for ζ⊥ = ζ//,
and it seems incompatible with the LCSR explicit expressions (91)-(92), where the
ratio ζ⊥/ζ//, although constant, depends non-trivially on the sum rule parameters,
the decay constants and the light-cone distribution amplitudes, i.e. on the dynam-
ics. Similarly, in the explicit and covariant expressions for the form factors that we
have obtained in Ref. [15] using the Bakamjian-Thomas quark model approach, it
does not seem possible to have ζ⊥ = ζ// without any assumption on the quark-quark
potential. Nevertheless, the similarities between Stech’s and Soares’ predictions and
ours is quite remarkable, and give strong support to these findings.
An interesting phenomenological discussion is done in Ref. [33], where some tests
of the form factor relations, obtained by Stech and Soares, are performed or proposed.
However, some of these applications are not possible in our case, for example the
study of the longitudinal polarization of the light daughter meson, because the ratio
ζ⊥/ζ// is not known from our formalism
14. Thus we consider here only the V/A1
14With ζ⊥ = ζ//, Soares finds a good agreement between his prediction and the data for ΓL/Γtot
in B → K∗ J/ψ. We feel that in the LCSR expressions (90)-(92), the numerical value of the ratio
C⊥/C// is accidentally close to 1, because the decay constants and the distribution amplitudes are
not very different for the transverse and the vector meson.
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ratio, leaving other possible applications for further investigation. From Eqs. (108)
and (110), this ratio is given by
V (q2)
A1(q2)
=
(M +mV )
2
M2 +m2V − q2
. (114)
The knowledge of this ratio has important consequences: on the one hand it is mea-
sured at q2 = 0 in the decays D → K∗ℓνℓ and Ds → φℓνℓ [1]; on the other hand it
provides the ratio Γ+/Γ− of the width to the helicity eigenstates λ = ±1. The latter
is also measured in D → K∗ℓνℓ [1], as well as in B → K∗ J/ψ [34] where it can be
estimated if the factorization of the non-leptonic matrix elements is assumed [32, 35].
For the semileptonic decay the ratio Γ+/Γ− reads, thanks to Eq. (114)
Γ+
Γ−
=
[∫ Emax
0
∣∣∣∣
√
1−m2V /E2 − 1
∣∣∣∣2 dE
]
/
[∫ Emax
0
∣∣∣∣
√
1−m2V /E2 + 1
∣∣∣∣2 dE
]
, (115)
with
Emax =
M
2
(
1 +
m2V
M2
)
, (116)
while for the non-leptonic decay B → V1 V2 in the factorization assumption, after
simplification by Eq. (114), it is given by [35]
Γ+
Γ−
=
∣∣∣1−√1− 1/x2 +mV1/(xmV2)∣∣∣2∣∣∣1 +√1− 1/x2 +mV1/(xmV2)∣∣∣2
(117)
with
x =
M2 −m2V1 −m2V2
2mV1mV2
. (118)
Note that in the strict M → ∞ and E → ∞ limit (that imply x → ∞), one
has Γ+ = 0 in both cases, which is reminiscent of the fact that an ultra-relativistic
quark produced by the V − A current is purely left-handed [33]; the HQET/LEET
relation (114) implies that the naive picture at the quark level still holds at the hadron
level.
The predictions (115) and (117) are compared with experimental data in Table 1.
The agreement is striking; as for the ratio Γ+/Γ− inD → K∗, this might be accidental
because the non-zero value of this ratio is obtained from the large, although formally
subleading, kinematical terms in mV , the reliability of which is not clear, as stressed
above. Moreover the decayD → K∗ is naively quite far from theM →∞ and E →∞
limit, and the relation (114) is assumed quite arbitrarily to hold in the whole range
of q2, otherwise the integration in Eq. (115) could not be performed. Nevertheless
these results are encouraging and appeal to investigate further the applications of the
HQET/LEET formalism in heavy-to-light decays.
Finally, let us stress that the general relations that we have found among the form
factors could be very useful for extracting the CKM matrix elements. It has already
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Observable mV = 0 Eq. (115) or (117) Exp. data
D → ρℓνℓ
V/A1 at q
2 = 0 1 1.70 -
Γ+/Γ− 0 0.11 -
D → K∗ℓνℓ
V/A1 at q
2 = 0 1 1.78 1.85 ± 0.12 [1]
Γ+/Γ− 0 0.15 0.16 ± 0.04 [1]
Ds → φℓνℓ
V/A1 at q
2 = 0 1 1.82 1.5 ± 0.5 [1]
Γ+/Γ− 0 0.18 -
B → ρℓνℓ
V/A1 at q
2 = 0 1 1.29 -
Γ+/Γ− 0 0.02 -
Bs → K∗ℓνℓ
V/A1 at q
2 = 0 1 1.32 -
Γ+/Γ− 0 0.02 -
B → K∗ J/ψ (factorization)
Γ+/Γ− 0 0.005 0.03 ± 0.08 [34]
Bs → φ J/ψ (factorization)
Γ+/Γ− 0 0.007 -
Table 1: Predictions of HQET/LEET for the ratio V/A1 and the ratio Γ+/Γ− of the
width to the helicity eigenstates λ = ±1 in various decays. The second column quotes
the strictM →∞ and E →∞ limit, obtained by putting mV = 0 in Eqs. (114)-(118);
the third is the result which incorporates the mV 6= 0 kinematical mass corrections
(Eq. (115) or (117)), as explained in the text. As for the non-leptonic decays, naive
factorization is assumed, along the line of Refs. [32, 35].
been shown that the Isgur-Wise relations between the penguin and semileptonic form
factors may allow the extraction of |Vub| [4], by looking at B → K∗γ and B →
ρℓνℓ. Here we have much more constraints on the form factors, as only one function
describe all the B → V⊥ transitions. Therefore, a reanalysis of the phenomenological
methods already proposed in the literature to extract the CKM couplings could be
very interesting in this respect.
6 Conclusion
We have argued that the HQET/LEET formalism seems to be well adapted to the
description of heavy-to-light transitions in the large recoil region. In the asymptotic
limit of heavy mass M for the initial meson and large energy E for the final one,
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there are only three independent form factors describing all the ground state heavy-
to-light weak current matrix elements. Moreover, a factorization formula ∼ √M z(E)
is obtained, and a dipole scaling law ∼ 1/E2 should come from the usual expectation
of the ∼ (1− u) behaviour for the suppression of the Feynman mechanism. We have
checked explicitly that the Light-Cone Sum Rule method verifies these constraints,
and predicts very simple analytical expressions for the form factors. Finally, there
is a first agreement with available experimental data, although more observables are
needed to make definite conclusions.
It is clear that there is a lot of work to do in this field. From the theoretical point
of view, one should establish the HQET/LEET formalism more firmly than we have
done. In particular, the radiative corrections should be handled. Some interesting
questions also concern the relations between the LEET Lagrangian and the light-cone
quantization.
From the phenomenological point of view, one may look at some observables that
are fully predictable in the final hadron large energy limit. The question of how to
treat the main corrections is open. Finally it is tempting to search for new methods
allowing to extract the CKM matrix elements, with the possibility of controlling the
theoretical uncertainties thanks to the general constraints on the form factors.
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